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In the court of  the Addl.Chief  Judicial Magistrate  ::::::::::::Dhubri 

 Present : Smt.T. Hussain 

   Addl.C.J.M ,Dhubri                              

                                                                           GR NO-461/11 

                                                                       U/S 279/338 I.P.C 

                                                    State 

                                                     Vs 

                                               Aminur Hussain 

                                                              ........accused 

Advocates appeared: 

                 For the prosecution:Mr.K.A.Seikh     Asstt.P.P 

                 For the Defence     :Mr M Ali 

              Evidence recorded on :28.05.13 

                                                   15.07.13 

                                                   08.10.15 

                                                  :09.12.15 

                                                  :29.01.16                                                                                                                                    

               Argument heard on     :29.01.16 

           Judgment delivered on   :29.01.16 

Judgment 

1.The facts giving rise to the prosecution case in brief are that, on 

11.01.11 , one Amzad  Ali   lodged an  ejahar with the  Officer - In-

charge  ,Gauripur  Police Station  stating therein that  on 05.01.11 at 

about 12.30 PM  he  was  proceeding to the house of his one relative 

at Dumaordoha village ,accompanied  by  wife and daughter , and 

when  they were about to cross the road ( national High way at 

Dumaordoha)  ,a speeding  Gauripur  bound  bike bearing registration 

No.AS 17 A7653, coming in rash and negligent manner  knocked 
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down  his daughter Mosura   causing grievous injuries to her . 

2. Upon receipt of the  ejahar Gauripur  PS case no.26/11   was 

registered,  investigated  in  to  and  finally charge sheet was  

submitted against the accused u/s 279/338 IPC. 

3. Copies  was furnished to the accused u/s 207 Cr.P.C  on his making 

appearance for facing the trial.Having gone through the relevant 

documents , the particulars of the accusation punishable  U/s 279/338  

I.P.C were explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty  

and claimed to be tried. 

4. During   the  course of the  trial  the prosecution examined 4 

witnesses. The injured was examined as court witness. Thereafter  the 

accused was examined u/s 313 of Cr.P.C and his defence statement 

was recorded . Plea of the defence was of total denial. 

5. Points for determination: 

               Whether the accused on  11.01.2011  by rash and negligent 

riding  of a  bike    bearing  registration No AS17- A-7653,  on Public 

road  ,hit one  Monsura Khatun  causing grievous hurt and  thereby 

committed the offences punishable u/s 279/338 I.P.C?  

 6. Decision and reasons thereof: 

          I have heard the arguments advanced by the ld counsel for both 

the sides and carefully perused the materials available on record. Let 

us now scrutinize the evidence on record. 

                Pw1 Amzad Ali     is the informant.  Accused is known to 

him . Pw1 has testified to the effect  that the  occurrence took place 

about 2 years back around 12 Noon when his wife and his daughter 

Masura were  going  along the National High way  by walking .At that 

time one motor cycle ridden by the accused Aminur Rahman hit his 

daughter  as result she sustained injuries. Her two legs were fractured 
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.The people stopped the motor cycle and brought the accused along 

with the Motor cycle to the police station.After hearing about the 

occurrence from his wife ,Pw1 lodged the Ejahar.Ext-1 is the Ejahar 

and Ext-1(1) is his signature..Pw1has further stated that he had to bear 

medical expenses of  Rs.45,000/- (Approx.) 

          In his cross examination Pw1 has further said that at the time of 

occurrence ,he was at his home. He does not know the number of the 

Motorcycle .He can not say how the accident took place and for 

whose fault it was occurred .It is also there  in the evidence of Pw1 

that the place of occurrence is busy road and  that there are many 

shops near the place of occurrence . 

         Thus as per his evidence ,Pw1/informant  was not an eye witness 

to the occurrence though in his ejahar (Ext-1 ) he claimed to the effect 

that he was along with his daughter at the time of the occurrence 

which leads to show that there is contradiction between his version  in 

the ejahar and in his evidence. 

          Pw2  Nur Hussain and Pw3 Ashok Ch Roy could  state nothing  

in their  depositions about the alleged occurrence .  

            Pw4 Sahinur Ali has said in this evidence that both the 

informant and the accused are known to him.He testified to the effect 

that about four years back ,one after noon around 2.30 PM while he 

was at his home hearing commotion ,he came out to the road(National 

High way )and saw the daughter of the informant ,who was 8/10 years 

of age at that time with injuries and then she was shifted to the 

Hospital.Later Pw4 came to know that while the injured was about to 

cross the road ,the accused coming in a bike hit her causing the 

injuries.She sustained fracture on her leg and hand. Thus admittedly  

at the time of taking place of the said accident,Pw4 was not present 
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there and hence he could not say how the occurrence took place. 

         The injured Mansura Begum has been examined as 

Cw1.Informant –Pw1 is her father .Narrating the incident ,she said 

that about 5 years back , one afternoon, when she got down from a 

tempo at Chotan  and was about to proceed to the house of her aunt ,a 

bike coming from behind hit her and as a result she fell down and 

became unconscious .Her both legs got fractured. She was taken to 

Dhubri Civil Hospital .It is seen that Cw1-injured has not implicated 

the accused. It is found to be an admitted fact that Cw1 sustained 

fracture on her legs as her testimony to effect remains unchallenged 

for want of cross examination.  

       Now again coming to the evidence of Pw4 ,it appears that it is 

admitted by the defence that at the relevant time the accused was 

riding the offending bike ,since Pw4 has not been cross examined on 

behalf of the accused ,on his  evidence (in his examination –in –chief) 

to the effect that he (i,e Pw4) heard that  the accused coming in a bike 

hit Cw1causing the injury.  Though thereby  the accused is found to be  

the rider of the offending bike at the relevant time ,there is no 

evidence at all to show that the bike was being ridden in rash and 

negligent manner and therefore the evidence on record devoid of 

materials  to link the accused with rash and negligent riding of the 

bike .Evidence of Cw1  narrating the occurrence falls short of the 

necessary ingredients of rash and negligence to   prove rash and negligent 

riding  of the bike rider –accused. 

7.That being the position ,it is found and held that the prosecution has not 

been able to bring home the charges against the accused. 
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8.In the result ,the accused is acquitted of the charges u/s 279/338 IPC 

and set at liberty forth with .  

              The bail bond shall remain in force for next six months. 

                     Given under my hand and seal of the court on this 29
th
   

day of January   2016. 

 

                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

                                                                                Addl.C.J.M Dhubri 

 

Dictated and corrected by me 

 

 Appendix: 

Witnesses examined by the Prosecution:              

Pw1 ........Amzad Ali   ,informant 

Pw2..........  Nur Hussain 

Pw3............ Ashok Ch Roy 

 Pw4 ...........Sahinur Ali             

Witness examined by the Court 

Cw1..........Mansura Begum 

 Documents exhibited by the Prosecution:       

 

Ext-1......Ejahar 
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